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In 1683, the Qing Dynasty occupied Taiwan. At that time, the Qing government ruled 
western Taiwan mainly. In contrast to Han of the plains, aboriginal community had not 
formally established. The Qing government only took a negative isolation policy from 
aboriginal and Han. Until 1874 Peony's events, in order to strengthen Taiwan's coastal 
defense, The Qing government was forced to "mountain developed and aborigines 
pacified policy ". The national force of Qing Dynasty truly entered into the mountain 
community. After the Japanese colonialism was at all costs, through the "policy for 
managing aborigines," and ultimately made Empire forces in the mountains society. 
What would be the freedom of indigenous ethnic groups, encountering the state 
machinery? As to the mountain community, what would be changed? But as to the country, 
what attitude would be when facing a lack of national experience of these groups? The 
article will mainly discuss the implementation of the national forces in the aboriginal 
society, from the interaction between the State administration and the mountain 
aborigines.  
Chapter One introduces the mountain community before Qing Dynasty entered the 
country, namely a long-term isolation policy of Qing Dynasty and the mountain 
community under this policy. In fact, this chapter is also a great era of social background 
that the Qing Dynasty forced into the mountainous country . Because of long-term 
isolation policy, aboriginal community was regarded as the group of "out of rule". Foreign 
powers coveted, the coast defence of Taiwan would be in an emergency. Qing Dynasty 
was forced to implement the policy of "mountain developed and aborigines pacified 
policy ". After that, the national force of Qing Dynasty truly entered into the mountain 
community. 
Chapter Two analyzes the case of Qing Dynasty forcing into the mountainous 
country. Mainly discuss the background of the national forces entering, the 















establishment of ruling body, and the response of aboriginal communities accessing to the 
army of Qing Dynasty . At the same time, also pointes out that this policy did not make 
the Qing government to establish rule of force in the mountains. 
Chapter Three introduces the evolution of "policy for managing aborigines" at the 
prophase of occupying Taiwan by Japan. That is from appeasement policy to pressure 
policy. And also analyses the implementation of "policy for managing aborigines" in the 
mountainous country, and the response of aboriginal communities facing the ingress of 
Japanese Imperial forces. With the completion of "five-year policy", Japanese colonial 
authorities basically conquered the indigenous mountain communities. 
Chapter Four expounds after Japan's colonial empire founding dominion in the 
mountains , how to change the  "policy for managing aborigines"  by Japan’s 
Government. This chapter to the 1930 “Wushe” incident for the watershed, divides up the 
two-stage, and concretely analyses how to control a deeper level in mountain aboriginal 
community by Japan’s Government. 
Conclusion: to sum up, this dissertation mainly reconstructs the history of the 
country forces into Taiwan's aboriginal mountain community . Also points out that the 
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